


One morning, on her way back to Hollywood, Tess is flying over the 

Nevada desert, and a wide variety of stories about extra terrestrial space 

crafts boost her engine!  



She decides to read a few of them, and to her great surprise, one craft looks exactly 

like hers!!! And it did crash too!... over 50 Earth years ago!! 

 



As Tess seeks more information online about that story, she finds old press 

releases, clicks on a link, and is to witness and astonishing revelation... 



A being looking just like her is presented standing, sad, resigned as if being a 

prisoner. Tess feels deeply for the person she knows as one of her kind. 



Immediately Tess has one thought: “As we, the Emerther Greys, live thousands of 

Earth years, could this person still be alive?...”  



“Yes” answers a distant and weak voice!... Tess cannot believe what she just heard!!!    

“She is alive!!! Are you?" Tess asks telepathically. “I am here my dear…" Goes the calm voice. 



Tess is moved to unexpected heights and the voice gently states:  "Be calm 

and believe in all matters and events, and we shall fly free together one day..." 



Tess decision is made. After filling her imagination, and capsule, with so many fascinating 

stories from Earth, Tess knows that it is time to live her own story now and rescue her new 

friend. "Thank you my dear" is all the now shaking voice whispers in Tess' ear. Tess takes off 

to the stars to better assess the story she is about to create! 



The little “hero to be” goes through the press of the Roswell crash, and 

quickly defines her target: the Edwards Air Force Base, and, more 

specifically, one of its remote detachment known as Area 51. 



As she descends back into the Earth atmosphere, Tess encounters US fighter jets that 

chase her. She has fun for some time until a missile passing close by has her change 

transportation mode: she teleports... 



...and lands among flying saucers hanging in a wide hangar!!! 



As Tess walks through the diverse hanging spaceships, she soon finds 

herself looking up at her own craft, as brand new! 



“That was over 50 years ago…” As Tess looks back, a tall impassive white 

being calmly speaks and advices Tess on where to find her friend to save 

her, and "all of them with her ..." 



Tess is puzzled by these last words, but gives priority to finding her friend "300 floors 

below" as the tall white just mentioned it, adding "no teleport can work here, only 

the primitive elevators.” 



And the tall white casually leads Tess to the elevator where a soldier greets her with 

suspicion, but the word "classified" spoken by the tall being is all what Tess needs to be let 

in the elevator. "B300" orders the tall white. 



Once at B300, Tess walks through the corridor when she hears: "I am here…" speaks 

the soft voice of her friend. "Behind the Roswell door".  



As Tess walks to the door, a voice comes from behind: "Tess?!" Tess is stunned to hear 

her name pronounced by a human... "How did you get out?" A white haired man 

gently asks her. "But... Your skin...your suit... they are colorful!!!"  

 



Tess has just no word to answer... and the now very distressed man, rushes to the Roswell 

door, puts his hand on the digital locker screen, and, as he looks inside the cell, can only 

assess one fact: "There are two of you?!!" 



Tess peeks in the room and sees... herself, sadder and grey!  



"Oh no" goes the man. But before he can continue, the two Tess merge in one, all 

molecules connected in time and space, and off she vanishes!!! 



The old man now facing a calm and smiling tall white, looks down and asks:      

“Did you engineered this?” As the tall being calmly nods, the resigned man 

smiles: “Maybe it will be better this way…” 



Tess, wrapped in time and space, focuses on that day when President Ike came on 

a secret visit to sign a treaty with her. “Only, another Grey from a different specie 

managed to replace me that day, and all went wrong from then on...” Tess recalls. 



At that moment Tess understands what the tall white meant “…and all of them…”, and 

knows her destiny: reverse engineer a bad and over 50 years old story, and turn it into 

the most beautiful story told on Earth! 



Back in August 1954, President Ike faces Tess and publically signs the first human/ET treaty, 

agreeing for immediate US and NATO demilitarization, on Earth and in space, starting with 

the nuclear weapons, in exchange for four revolutionary technologies: free energy from the 

storytelling source, anti gravity, teleportation, and telepathy. 



The extraordinary news goes 

worldwide within a day, and 

enemy nations of yesterday are 

the new friends of tomorrow, 

gathering their best scientists 

and designers to meet Tess and 

other peaceful ETs, and start 

what is to be known as the 

biggest leap in sociological 

issues for the human race, a 

leap from selfishness to 

consciousness, a leap into the 

true understanding of time and 

space, and of the energy that 

unite them: storytelling! 






